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PRESSURE RISE ASSOCIiU!EDWITH SHOCK-INDUCED

BOUNDARY-LAIZIRSEPARATION

~ ~~e S. Love

.
suMMARY

Some recent contributionsto the problem of shock-induced separation
of the boundsq layer are examined, and additional analytical and experi-
mental results are presented. The probable ranges of pressure rises and
flow deflections associated with separation eze indicated. Consideration
is given to the effects of Mach number, adverse pressure gmdient, and
Reynolds number for laminar boundary layers and to the effects of Mach
number, Reynolds number, and ratio of specific heats for turbulent boundsry
layers.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the phenomena associated with shock-induced,separa-
tion of the boundary layer have received increased attention because of
the important influence that separation may have upon the overall.aero-
mc c~acteristics of complete aircraft configurationsby affecting
the performance of individual components.

The purpose of the present study is to exsmine some of the recent
contributionsto the problem with a view toward facilitating practical
application and to present additional analytical sad experimental results.
The first part of the paper is concerned with laminar boundary layers and
the second part is concerned with turbulent boundary layers.

SYMBOLS

Mach number

velocity immediately outside boundsry lsyer

-c pressure
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Y

static pressure

displacement thiclmess for incompressible flow

momentum thiclmess for incompressibleflow

ratio of specific heats

x longitudinal coordinate

R. Reynolds number .

P

F

P - P.
pressure-rise coefficient,

%

total.two-dimensional.turning amgle through a gradual com-
pression or oblique shock

non~ensionsl velocity gradient where ~ is distance from

leading edge to beginning of adverse velocity gradient,

% dU
Uo ax

Subscripts:

x value at distance x from leading edge

step value at step location

max

.

0 undisturbed free streem or initisllvalue ‘

—.
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1 condition behind
boundary lsyer

i incompressible

c compressible

3

compression or shock that emerges from
in shock-induced separation

f first peak for initially turbulent boundary layer or first
peak downstream of lsminar foot for initially lsminsr
bobndmy layer

s value causing separation

8P value at separation point

.

LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYERS

-iti Considerations

Ih reference 1, Von Doenhoff calculated by use of the Von Karman-
MiXLikanmethod for incompressibleflow (ref. 2) the ratio of the velocity
outside the boundary layer at the separation point to the undisturbed

/
free-stresm velocity Us U. as a function of a nondimensional velocity

gradient Fi for the condition of uniformly decreasing velocity. ~

empiric&1 equation derived to fit the results of the Von Doenhoff calcul-
ation such that Fi is expressed as a function of Us U. is

/

/
where Us U. has the limits 0.898 ~Us U. ~1. The bracketed -term

/
neglected when the.value within the brackets becomes ne~tive

(1)

is “

( )0.985 ~Us/Uo sl . Equation (1) may be converted to ~ompressible form

by the Stewartson trsmsformations in reference 3. Since, by these tr~-
formations, the incompressiblevelocity is represented aa the product
of local Mach number and the speed of sound based upon stagnation con-
ditions, values of Us/U. msy be taken as values of Ms/~ for com-

pressible flow. (A similar use of this transformation has been &de in
ref. 4 in an amal.ysisof turbulent boundary layers.) Values of Fi

—-....——— ___ ___ —. .— . ..__ ——.__—__ ._
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are transformed to compressible form Fc by dividing by the quantity
1,

l+Y --& %2 as indicated in reference 3. !l?hus,the compressibleform

of equation (1) is

(

1 {() ~ l/2
Fc = o.981-~ = 0.26 -

-1
l++M$ %

(2)

and the Limits are the ssme as those specified for equation (l). The

/
relation between Ms M. and Fc calculated from equation (2) is shown

in figure 1 for several vslues of Mo.
/

The value of MS ~ is observed
to be independent of ~ when the adverse pre’ssuregradient begins at

( )
the lea&ng edge Fc = O .

In figure 2, comparisons are made of several predictions of the

/variation of Ms ~ with ~ for the effective condition of the adverse .
pressure gradient beginning at the leading edge (Fc = O). The recent

prediction in reference 5 is negligibly different from that in reference 3;
consequently, one curve has been used to represent both of these predic-
tions. Lofti.nand Wilson (ref. 6) used tbe Von Doenhoff calculations
(ref. 1) and obtained results in terms.of velocity decrements that are
apparently identical with the analysis of this paper (see fig. 1),
although their approach was somewhat different. Stewartson has made
_ses (ref. 3) which ticate that his own approach may give values
of M6/~ that are too low. Predictions that give much lower values

/of MS ~ such as that in reference 7 should, therefore, be used with

caution. The prediction based upon equation (2) of this paper (and,
therefore, the Loftin-Wilson prediction) would a~ear to be the most
desirable of available methods from a practical point of view, and even
this prediction is indicated later in the paper to be less conservative
than might be suspected from the comparisons of figure 2. A particular
shortcoming of all the analytical approaches presented and discumed
herein is the neglect of the effects of the interaction of the outer flow ,
and shock with the boundsxy Layer. In rea13ty, the interaction of the

— —.— --—.—
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boundary layer and outer flow is always present and it.is through this
medium of interaction that separation occurs. The degree-to which these
_ical pre~ctions smfer from th neglect of this interaction is,
at present, unlmown.

Also shown in figure 2 are the values of Ms M. corresponding to
/

the mad.mum flow deflection through sm oblique shock and the values for
a normal shock. Similar curves sre included in most of the subsequent
figures. The impli&tion here is that near ~ = 1 a normal shock will
not necessarily separate a laminar boundary layer.

Pressure Rise and Flow 11.3flection

Two quantities that are of primary interest in the separation phe.
nomena are the pressure rise causing separation and the deflection of the
flow associated with this pressure rise. Prior to calcfition of t~se
quantities,however, certain aspects deserve consideration. Inherent in
all the analytical approaches that have been mentioned is the assumption
that the adverse pressure gradient begins as a discontinuity in the slope
of the velocity distribution or pressure distribution. In view of this
assmption, it is confuEing to note the psradotical restriction stated
in some analyses that the prediction holds only for shock-free flow.
More properly considered, the various anslyses do not admit of the par-
ticular alterations to the boundary layer resulting from the phenomena
of shock—boundary-layer interaction,but do admit of the presence of
nonisentropic compressions s.ndshocks and their accompanying rises in
pressure. It follows, therefore, that the shock equations msy be used
to calculate the values of pressure rise and flow deflection that corre-
spond to the values of Msl~ given by the analyses. From reference 8,

the pressure rise that is associated with shock-induced separation of
the laminar boundary layer in supersonic flow is obsened to occur some-
what gradually as compared with the very steep pressure rise accompanying
separation of a turbulent boundary layer. Howeverj for the range of Mach
numbers and values of Ms/~ considered herein, the v&lues of the static-

pressure rise and flow deflection predicted by the shock equations are in
excellent agreement with those calculated on the basis of exact isentropic
compression at the lower Mach numbers and are in fair agreement at the
higher Mach numbers. (Althoughthis agreement may be readily confirmed
by calculation, it follows logically from Busemannrs airfoil theory.)
Since, at the higher Wch numbers, the pressure rise accompanying sepa-
ration is undoubtedly not isentropic, the shock eqwtions may be used to
predict the pressure rise and the flow deflection for the gradual as
well as the abrupt pressure rise that accompsmies separation.

-. —.-.-—. ..— ___ ——— ______ -— .——.—.—. . —
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The shock equations may be combined to give the static-pressure ~
ratio across an oblique shock as

1[ 1/2
.Pbqy+l)(l% 1) * 1%4(7-t1)2(K2- 1)2+ 4&%A7 - 1) + 2 %2(7 -

Pl= 1}1)+2
(5)

P.

where K

term.

2K%02(7 - 1) + 4
.- ,

\

/
= Ml ~. The positive sign is to be used with the bracketed

associated deflection of the flow is given by

~[

1/2d=tm-1:-1%’% II2-(7-1)-(7+1).

(7+l)E -t-(7-1)
(4)

m. -~+1

where ~ G P1/Po. The pressure-rise coefficient P is obtained simply
,

from

P=
2(E - 1)

7%2 .
(5)

Equations (3), .(4), and (5) have been applied to equation (2) (Fc = O)

of this report and to the Stewartson prediction (ref. 3), the values

/
of M5 ~ behg substituted for K. The results sre presented in fig-

ure 3 snd the differences sre seen to be large. As has been pointed out,
the results from equation (2) wi13 be indicated to be preferable; even
so, the values of @ and Ps from equation (2) may be too l.szgeand,

subject to more experimental evidence than 5.snow available, they should
properly be regsrded as only probable upper LLmits for the particular
case of the adverse pressure ~adient beginning at the leading edge and
having a lsninsr boundary layer over the entire region of separation and
interaction. Reference curves for the pressure rise through a normal
shock and through the maximm oblique shock are included.in figure 3, as
is the curve denoting the mudmum flow deflection through sn oblique
shock. me implication of figure 2, that near ~ = 1 the pressure rise

through a normal shock does not necessarily sepsrate the boundary layer,

.—
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is seen directly. Alternatively, the tmgency point of the flow-deflection
curves with the curve for & indicates that, below the value of ~

corresponding to the tangency point, the flow may be deflected at an angle
greater than @m without separation.

Pressure Rise Causing Separation and at Separation

In addition to the overall.pressure rise accompanying separation,
two characteristicpoints of interest exist in the pressure distribution
associated with shock—boundary-layer interaction that produces separa-
tion. The first of these is the pressure rise at the separation point,
ad the second is the higher so-called-first-peakpressure rise downstream
of the separation point (such as that obtained in tests with concave cor-
ners and forwsrd-facing steps in refs. 8md9). Insofar as the boundsxy
lsyer only is concerned, the pressure rise at the separation point is
rigorously the pressure rise causing separation. However, when consider-
ation is extended to include shock—boundary-layer interaction and the
external.stream, it msy be somewh&t misleading to say that the pressure
rise at separation is that causing separation. Because of the phenomena
of shock—boundary-layer interaction, the pressure rise at the separation
point is folJ.owedby the higher pressure rise at the first peak, and this
peak pressuxe rise agrees closely with the pressure rise across the com-
pression or shock generated h the external flow as a result of deflection
of the etiernal flow by separation. fi reality, therefore, unless the
shock strength or peak pressuxe rise is sufficiently large, the upstream
pressure gradient that is created through the mediwn of shock—boundaxy-
layer interaction will not be lsrge enoughto cause separation. It
follows that the peak pressure rise that may occur without taming sepa-
ration msy exceed the pressure rise at the separation point that occurs
when the peak pressure rise is sufficient to cause separation. Conse-
quently, experimental values of pressure rise obtained at the separation
point csnnot be considered satisfactory for determining the shock strength
or pressuxe rise in the etiernal flow that is associated with separation.

, Thus, from the broader consideration and for practical applications, it
appears more appropriate to regard either the peak pressure rise or the
minimum oierall pressuye rise with separation as the pressure rise causing
separation, provided, of course, the flow is lsminar over the entire
region of separation.

Effect of Reynolds Number

The effect of Reynolds number upon the pressure rise causing sepa-
ration of laminar boundsry layers is not clearly established from a quan-
titative viewpoint, and the qualitative predictions differ .considerabl.y.
(See refs. 8 to 11.) Ssmple calculationsby the method of Gadd (ref. 9),

,
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which allows for effects of Reynolds rmnber and Mach number, are given
,,

in figure 1+where R
%p

is the Reynolds number based on the distance to

the begjinnirngof sepmation. These curves apply only to the condition
for which the boundary layer is laminar over the entire region of sepa-
ration and interaction; for this condition the experimental results of
references 8 d 9 tend to confirm the predicted values except near ~ = 4

where the prediction apparently deteriorates, as pointed out in refer-
ence 9. Although all methods proposed to date for the prediction of the
pressure rise causing sepszation of Muninar boundmy layers in supersonic
flow indicate an effect of Reynolds number, a similarity to the incom-
pressible case is-worth noting. b incompressibleflow there is no effect
of Reynolds number upon the pressure rise for laminsr-boundary-lsyersepa-
ration so long as the surface-pressuredistribution remains constant.
(See refs. 12 and 13. ) Inasmuch as the Stewartson transformations do not
involve Reynolds number, it appesrs logical to expect that, for the ssme
condition, there wXCL be no effect of Reynolds number at supersonic speeds.
However, it should be stated that this reasoning neglects the possible
effects that shock-boundary-layer interactionmay have upon the effects
of Reynolds nuriber.

When the boundary layer is laminar at the start of separation but
not laminsx over the entire region of separation and interaction, the
surface-pressuredistribution downstream of the lsminsr-separationpoint
may chsnge shape depending upon”the location of the point at which tran-
sition to turbulent flow occurs. Reference 8 gives a clear description
of these phenomena for the case of separation caused by an impinging
shock. The results of reference 8 demonstrate that the ~ pressure
rise associated with separation can be much greater when transition occurs
over the separated region than when the flow remains lsminar over the
entire region.

Figure 5 presents experimental results obtained in the Langley g-inch
\ supersonic tunnel at M. = 2.41 where separation was producedby a two-”

dimensional forwsrd-facjng step mounted on a flat plate. The step was
0.060 inch high and located 4 inches from the leading edge of the plate. r
The step height exceeded the theoretical Lminar-boundary-lk,yerthickness

beyond Reynolds nunbers of approximately 0.3 x 106, based on the distsnce
from the leading edge to the step. Although schleiren observationswere
not made, the presence of the characteristiclaminar foot in the surface-
pressure distributions (see ref. 8 and sketch in fig. 5) gave assurance
that the boundsry layer was &Lways lsminar at the separation point through-
out the range of these tests. T& data presented correspond to the peak
in the lsminar foot and to the first peak downstream of the.hminar foot
as shuwn in the sketchin figure 5. ~ the data for the peak in the
laminar foot may be regarded as indicative of the pressure rise at the
separation point (see refs. 8 and 9), then the order of magnitude of the
pressure rise at the separation point is in general agreement with the

. . —
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predictions of reference 9 shown in figure 4. No direct comparison can
be made because the Reynolds numbers sre based on different lengths.
l?romfigwe 5 one might conclude that at this Mach number the pressure
rise at the separation point (properlyat the lsminar-foot peak) is not
greatly affected by Reynolds number except for conditions where the step
height is less than the boundary-layer thickness. However, the indicated
overall effect of Reynolds nwber would occux if the variation of P
with Rx were proportional to Rx raised to scme negative power of the

order of -0.25. The sane conclusion as to the effects of Reynolds number
would appear to hold for the first-peak pressure rise so long as the flow
is entirely laminar. h light of the results of reference 8, transition

begins to take place over the separated region near R = 1.1 x 106
‘step

and, when this occurs, a rapid increase in the value of the first-peak
pressure rise occurs with further increase in Reynolds number. It is
important to note that this first-peak pressure rise reaches a maximum
value that is in excess of that obtained with a fully turbulent boun~
layer as indicated in figure 5. (A similar result has been obtained in
ref. 14 with a forward-facingwedge.) At the maximum Reynolds nmbers
of these tests, the first-peak pressure rise appears to be fsllinn off
toward the fully turbulent first-peak value, md the laminar-foot pres-
sure rise appears to be rising toward the fully turbulent separation-
point value.

The difference in the variation with Reynolds number of the pressure
rise for the laminar-foot peak and the pressure rise for the first peak
downstream of”the Iaminer foot may explain what has, in the absence of
further expertiental evidence, appeared to be contradictory experimental
results for forward-facing steps as noted in reference H. Although the
pressure rise for the lsminar-foot peak may prove to be relatively inde-
pendent of the means by which separation is obtained, as tends to be
indicated from comparison of the present results with those of reference 8,
the pressure rise for the first peak may not have such hdependence.
Clarification of these points must await further experimental work. At
this time, the results of figure 5 should be regarded for the most part
as what may take place qualitatively; quantitatively,the results msy
vary with the turbulence level of the test facility, with the ratio of
step height to boundary-layer thickness, and with other factors.

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

Effect of Reynolds Nmber

In reference 15 experimental results were presented for ~ = 1.55

that showed a negligible effect of Reynolds nmber upon the pressure rise
corresponding to the first peak in the pressure distribution associated

.
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with the separation of a turbulent boundsry layer by a forward-facing
step. Subsequently, similar results were obtained in the investigation
of reference U_ for ~ = 3.03. More recently, additional experimental

data have been obtained that support the negligible effect of Reynolds
nmber. A portion of these data has been published in reference 16. In

(
figure 6 the data of reference 15 ~ = 1.55), reference 16, md some
previously unpublished data are presented to show the negligible effect
of Reynolds number. AJl these data were obtained in the same test facil-
ity (a blowdown tunnel of the Langley 9-inch Supersonic Tunnel Section),
@, throughout the range of the tests, the 6tep height was at least
twice the boundary-layer thickness. (Aprelliminn investigation indicated
no significant effect of step height when the step height was approximately
twice the boundary-layer thickness or higher, and in this respect the
results agreed with an emmination of data discussed in ref. 15 and with
the results of ref. 17.) b tiew of these results, Reynolds number effects
are neglected in the following sections.

Pressure Rise Causing Separation and at Separation

Before proceeding further, some distinction between the pressure rise
at separation and the pressure rise causing separation should be made for
turbulent boundsry layers as was made for laminar boundary lsyers. The
characteristicpressure distributions associated with separation of tur-
bulent boundary lsyers do not have the inherent clear differentiation
between the pressure rise at the separation point and the peak pressure
rise as do those for lsminsr boundary layers whose lsmi&r foot is easily
distinguished from the following first peak. Nevertheless, sufficient
exper~ntal studies have been made with turbulent boundsry lsyers to
show that separation occurs before the peak pressure rise is reached - for ,,
example, the results of tests at ~ = 2.92 given in reference 17. From

these results the following observationsmay be made. First, for the data
from forward-facing steps for which the effects of step height are essen-
tially eliminated (see figs. 4and50f ref. 17), the value of P at the
separation point is about 0.17 as compared with about 0.26 at the peak.
Second, the peak pressure rise for separation produced by a forward-facing
step (about 0.26) is observed to be of the ssme order of magnitude as the
maxhum overall pressure rise that can be hposed by an impinging shock
without creating separation (about 0.29). Third, when an impinging shock
is strong enough to cause separation, the pressure rise at the separation
point is SJ.SOabout 0.17 as was obtained for the forward-facing step.
(The initisl “bee” in the characteristicpressure distribution for
impinging shocks whichis indicative of separation is not defined sharply;
nevertheless, there is no question that the pressure rise at the separa-
tion point is well below the msximum pressure rise that can be obtained
without separation. See figs. 12 and 14 of ref. 17.) Fourth, the peak
pressure rise for forwsrd-facing steps, the pressure rise at the concave
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corner beyond the inflection point in the characteristicpressure distri-
bution for separation caused by impinging shocks, the maxi.mumpressure
rise that can be imposed by an impinging shock without causing separation,
and the overalL pressure rise through a theoretical.inviscid shuple reflec-
tion of the maximum strengbh impinging shock that will not cause separa-
tion are in fair agreement, all being within the Limits from about 0.26
tO 0.29. Thus, by accounting for the condition of simple reflection, the
peak pressure rise obtained from forward-facing steps msy be used to cal-
culate the approximate minimum strength of the impinging shock that will
cause separation. The exact mirdnnm strength of the imphging shock that
wilJ.cause separationmay be slightly higher than this approximate vslue
in view of the differences previously indicated between the peak pressure
rise and the oversll pressure rise necessary to cause separation (about
0.26 as compared with about 0.29).

From the previous observations”itbecomes apparent that the pressure
rise at the separation point cannot be used to gage the strength of the
shock in the external flow that is necessary to cause separation. Thus,
from the overall consideration of the external flow, shock—boundary-layer
interaction, and the boundary layer, it appears more appropriate for
practical applications to regard either the peak pressm rise or the
minhm oversJl pressure rise with separation as that causing separation.

luMJ..@icsJ.Considerations

A number of analytical studies have been made of the pressure rise
causing turbulent-%oundary-l.ayerseparation in supersonic flow. (See
refs. 4, 18, 19, and 20, for em.mple.) Inasmuch as the methods of
Reshotko smd Tucker (ref. 20) and of Mager (ref. 4) lend themselves to
rapid application and do, in fact, admit of a possible ramge of pressure
rises within which the values given by more elaborate procedures would
fall, these two methods have been selected for consideration here. Both
methods hinge upon the incompressiblevalues of the boundary-layer form
parsmeter ~ chosen for the initial flow and for the flow at separation.

Once the values of ~ are selected, the corresponding values of M6 M.

(

/
or M1l~) sxe readily obtainable. Thevaluesof Pand@msy be

calculated by equations (3), (4), md (~) of this paper. (Ref. 20 has
pointed out that use of the Warized shock equations in ref. 4 is
unsatisfactory.)

The initial.value of the form parameter 4 ~ generally rsmges

from 1.222 (a l/9-power profile) to 1.400 (a l/5~power profile). The
separation value of the form parameter His is indicated from refer-

ences ZI to 23 to rsage between 1.8,and 2.8. JWCmthese values of ~
o

—-— —— . ..—— —.. . -—
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and Hi~, the ~ ~ minimum combinations sre ~. = 1.222 and

%LB = 2.8, d q = 1.400 d ~ = 1.”8, respectively. TIE VSJJES
o s

,,

.

of

the pressure-rise coefficient correspondingto these combinations according
to the methods of Mager and of Reshotko and Tucker are given in figure 7.
Also shown are the prediction of Gadd (ref. 9), the lsminsr -boun~-
layer curves from equation (2) for Fc = O and from the Stewartson pre-

diction the experimental compilation of Schuh for the pressure rise at
the separation point (ref. 24), the prediction of Schuh as givenby the
Stew@son transfomnation for Hio = 1.222

(
Schuh’s approach admits of

only W for ~
)’

and, for comparison with Schuh’s prediction and to

show the effec~ of increasing His from 2.8 to W, the predictions by

the methods of Mager (ref. 4) and of Reshotko and Tucker (ref. 20) for
Hio =1.222 -q =~. ~ addition, the reference curves for the

s
normal shock @ the maximum oblique shock are given, the implication
again being that a normal shock msy not separate the boundary layers at
low Mach numbers. The investigations of references 25 and 26 have shown
that, at Mach numbers nesr 1, a normal shock does not necessarily cause
separation.

If the predictions of figure 7 sre tobe judged solely on their
ability to predict the pressure rise at the separation point, then the
transformed prediction of Schuh and the closer prediction of Gadd are
to be rejected; the predictions of Mager and of Reshotko and Tucker are
suitable for combinations of ~. and ~s which yield values of Ms ~

(

/
of the order of 0.85. For Hi. = l.~O and Hi6 = 1.8, the method of ,

/-er $ives % % = 0.862, whereas that of Reshotko and Tucker gives

Ms/~ = 0.874.
)

If these methods are advanced so as to admit of all

pressure rises associated with separation (at separation point, peak,
maximum, etc.), then the highest smd lowest curves for turbulent boun@
l.syersgiven in figure 7might be mudely indicative of the range in
which such pressure rises may lie. It is appsxent from figure 7 that
changing the value of ~s from 2.8 to W has no Mge effect on the pre-

dicted results. The fact that Schuh’s experimental compiktion for the
turbulent separation point is generally lower than Stewartson’s pre-
diction for laminar boundsry layer does not imply beyond doubt that this
laminsr prediction is too high, because the

(

laminar prediction is an
upper limit prediction Fc

)
= O for the pressure rise causing separation,

and Schuh’s compilation is at best a probable lower lJmit for turbulent
separation; however, one suspects that Stewartson’s prediction may be
high from this comparison snd from the reasons given in the first part
of this paper. Accordingly, the prediction of equation (2) for Fc = O
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probably gives a more reliable upper ~t for wholly leminar flow. In
comparison with Schuh’s compilation,the predictions of Gadd in figure 4
appear to have the proper order of magnitude since turbulent boundary
layers are hewn to be’capable of withstanding roughly three times the
pressure gradient that a whom laminarboundary~er can resist. (See
ref. 27, for e=le. )

The two-dimensional-flowdeflections through an oblique shock have”
been calculated for most of the curves of figure 7 sad are shown in fig-
ure 8. As previously stated, the tangency point of the individual curves
with the curve for & in&Lcates that, below the value of ~ corre-

sponding to the tangency point, t% flow may be deflected without sepa-
ration at an angle greater than ~.

Peak Pressure Rise

The pressure rise correspondingto the first
pressure distribution associated with separation,

peak in the surface-
generally referred to

as peak pressure rise (see refs. Ll and 19, for example), is of particular
interest in that it has been found to give fair predictions of loading
associated with separation sad of deflection of the flow ‘outsidethe sepa-
rated region. Figure 9 presents the experimental variation of the peak
pressure-rise coefficientwith Mach nmber as obtained from figure 6 and
compares this variation with that which was given in reference 15 and
based on an experimental.compilation. Also shown is the predictionby
the method of Reshotko snd Tucker, whose assmption ~. = 1.286 and

His /
=2.2 leads to Ml% =0.762. lt’b curve givenby the empirical

relation

‘f=”

8+L2 )

2
-1

(6)

is slso included; this relation imp~es that M1l~ is not constant.

The curve given in reference 15 is seento be in”excellent agreement with
the present experimental results except at the higher Mach numbers where
the disagreementmay be attributed for the most partto the use of an
experimental point at ~ = 3.03 from reference 10 which has been shown-

by Lange (ref. IL) to be inaccurate. Equation (6) depicts the ex-peri-
mental variation closely. The Reshotko-Tuckerprediction is slightly
high at the higher Mach numbers; however, up to Mach numbers of 4, this
smount of overprediction is not important for engineering purposes. Fig-
ure 10 presents the two-dimensional-flowdeflections through an oblique
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shock that correspond to the curves in figure 9. The differences at the
hi#@r Mach nmbers are again evident. In view of the comparisons of
figures 9 and 10, it would appear desirable to use equation (6) or the
Reshotko-Tuckerprediction at Mach nwnbers much beyond about 2.4 for the
basic curve of snalyses such as that given in reference 15. (The differ-
ence between the peak pressure rise and the slightly higher overall pres-
sure rise which would cause separationmay explain in psrt why the empir-
ical increment of 0.06 added to the values of Pf improved the analyses

of ref. 15.) ~ figure 11 the results of figure 9, excluding the curve
from reference 15, are presented in the form of static-pressureratio
inasmuch as this form is sometimes found more convenient for practical
applications. In addition to the reference curves correspond@ to the
nwdmum deflection through an oblique shock and to the normal shock
13mit, figures 9 to IL also show the curve correspondingto the msdnum
simple reflection for an impinging oblique shock.

Effect of Ratio of Specific Heats

The effect of the ratio of specific heats 7 upon the pressure rise
associatedwith separation has received almost no direct study. calcu-
lations of the effect for the peak pressure rise by use of the Reshotko-
Tucker value of 0.762 for Ml~~ are given in fi~es 12to 14. A peak

value for helium (y = 1.667) is availsble for ~ = 3.48 from some small

two-dimensional-nozzleinvestigationsin the Langley 9-inch Supersonic
Tunnel Section. Reynolds nwnber effects were negligible. This value is
shown in figure 12 and agrees closely with the predicted value. In
reference 28, tests were conductedwith rocket motors having conically
divergent nozzles to study separation from the nozzle wall. The value
of y for these tests ranged from about 1.20 to 1.26. The results state
that aU the calculated flow deflections (correspondingto the peak pres-
sure rise) are within 18° A 3°. The local llachnunbers immediately ahead
of separation ranged from about 2.5 to 3.3. These results afford only a
rough comparisonwith the predictions in figure 14, but there is general.
agreement as to order of :magmitude. (It should be noted that the Reshotko-
Tucker prediction is applicable to axially symetric flow.) If the indi-
cations of these meager comparisons can be considered typical, then the
Reshotko-Tuckerprediction msybe considered satisfactoryfor estimating
the effects of 7. Ihterms of the static-pressureratio (fig. 13), the

effect of 7 is seen to disappear nesr ~ =1.65 where the effect

of 7 reverses.
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CONCIX.JDINGREMARKS

A study has been made of some recent contributionsto the problem
of shock-inducedboundary-layer separation, and additional analytical snd
experimental results sre presented. The probable ranges within which the
pressure rises and flow deflections associated with separation may be
expected to lie are shown. Consideration is given to the effects of Mach
number, adverse pressure gradient, and Reynolds number for lsminar bound-
sry layers and to the effects of Mach number, Reynolds number, and ratio
of specific heats for turbulent boundary layers.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratou,
National Advisory Comnittee for Aeronautics, “

-ey Field, Vs., October 7, 1955.
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